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Amethod is presented for reconstructing the geometry, the pith, the knots and the local fibre orientations
in timber boards, based on X-ray computed tomography scans. The local fibre deviations around knots
were found by a new algorithm, based on image analysis. The experimental data comprised tomography
scans, eigenfrequency measurements and four-point bending tests of 20 Norway spruce boards. 3D and
1D finite element models of the pure bending zone of the bending tests were created, accounting for the
exact board geometry and the reconstructed fibre deviations. A purely density based, a purely eigenfre-
quency based, and a mixed constitutive law were compared. Model estimations showed a high coefficient
of determination (R2) for global modulus of elasticity (MoE) (R2 6 0:93), local MoE (R2 6 0:87), bending
strength (R2 6 0:83), and the location of initial failure. Constitutive laws accounting for eigenfrequency
showed the most accurate results. In the future, adapting the method for logs could enable analyses of
boards before sawing.

� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

1.1. Strength Grading of Timber

The enthusiasm for using timber as the main structural material
for multi-storey buildings keeps growing, with the latest achieve-
ment being the 20-storey Sara Kulturhus in Skellefteå, Sweden.
Engineering such structures requires good knowledge of the
mechanical properties of the used timber components, in specific
with regards to reserve strength for structural safety and collapse
prevention [1,2].

Timber exhibits great variability in its properties, which stems
from multiple sources on the macro- and microscopic level [3].
Strength grading aims to reduce the variability by sorting the
boards into groups with more homogeneous grade determining
properties, i.e. density, stiffness and strength [4]. In Sweden, these
properties concern bending and they are determined by the stan-
dards [5,6]. At sawmills, automated machine grading is often
used, where measurements yield so-called indicating properties
(IPs) which predict the grade determining properties [3]. The
available technologies for machine strength grading include e.g.
flatwise bending, eigenfrequency measurement, visual, laser or
X-ray scanning [7–9]. For spruce, the coefficients of determination
(R2) vary heavily among different methods, from below 0.3 up to
0.69 for bending strength, up to 0.92 for bending stiffness and up
to 0.95 for density, where the highest values are reached by com-
bining eigenfrequency measurements with X-ray scans [8,10].
Combination of methods deliver improved results, e.g. using X-
ray scans and laser tracheid scans to determine the grain angle
[11], or laser tracheid scans and eigenfrequency measurements
[12], where R2 values for bending strength of up to 0.71 were
reported.

Given the large variability, the fact that 95% of boards in a
strength class need to exceed their indicated strength, and the
capabilities of current grading methods, a potential exists for a
more efficient use of the raw material. If mechanical properties
could be assessed accurately for individual boards, then grading
could assess their fitness for specific design purposes [3] and
enable the production of high-strength timber, which would
permit significantly taller timber structures than achievable
today.
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1.2. X-ray Computed Tomography of Wood

In X-ray computed tomography (CT), planar slices of the inter-
nal density distribution of an object are reconstructed. CT scanning
can be applied for accurate measurements of density inside logs
[13], and today, industrial CT scanners exist to sort logs and deter-
mine the optimal log rotation before sawing [14]. The rich data
from CT scans is today not used industrially to determine any
mechanical properties of logs or boards.

Previous research has shown that CT data lends itself to image
analysis methods to detect certain features, e.g. the pith location
[15,16], knots [17–19], pitch pockets, heart- and sapwood, early-
and latewood, and spiral grain [20]. Ekevad [21] indicated that
the spiral grain and conical angles can be determined in log CT
scans by finding the principal axes of inertia of small spherical vol-
umes. A study in [22] showed how the radial and tangential mate-
rial directions could be reconstructed in CT scans of clearwood
using image analysis methods. The available research indicates
that CT data provides a variety of insights, and given the better
accessibility due to increased computational power of today, the
full potential may not yet have been exhausted.
1.3. Finite Element Modelling of Boards

Finite element (FE) models can simulate the behaviour of com-
plex anisotropic bodies if given information about local material
properties, e.g. material directions, stiffness and strength. The stiff-
ness and strength of wood differ by more than a magnitude among
its local longitudinal, radial and tangential material directions,
which are contingent to the local fibre orientation. Furthermore,
the properties of wood differ depending on local density, e.g.
between early- or latewood [23].

Realistic FE models need to account for the deviations of the
local fibre orientation [24], which usually occur due to the pres-
ence of knots (branches). Algorithmic fibre reconstruction methods
have so far been based on the flow-grain analogy, i.e. the similarity
between the lateral fibre deviations around a knot and hydrody-
namic streamlines of a laminar flow around a disturbance
[25,26], or on principal stress analysis around holes that represent
a knot [24]. The vertical fibre diving angle can be approximated by
polynomials [25,27]. Empirical measurements using laser tracheid
scans in [28,29] showed that the 3D fibre orientations around a
knot are more complex than previously assumed.

For existing FE models, the internal properties of boards have
been based on surface data, i.e. photographs or fibre orientations
from laser scans. In some studies [30–32], measured fibre orienta-
tions were interpolated inside the board volume, whereas others
[33–35] modelled the knot shapes and reconstructed the fibre ori-
entations by the flow-grain analogy, and in [36], both fibre mea-
surements and knot models were combined. The components of
the local stiffness tensor were calibrated e.g. by eigenfrequency
measurements [31] and they were either assumed to be constant
inside the board models, or varying inside knots [36]. Some of
the models [31,36] predicted the local bending stiffness variations
with high accuracy, and other models [35,32] predicted strength
(R2 up to 0.72).

CT data covers the entire volume and thus lends itself for 3D FE
models. CT-based FE models are well established in biomechanics,
e.g. to predict the strength of bones [37–39], and efficient meshing
techniques already exist [40,41]. However, apart from a vibration
analysis of a violin [42] and a moulding simulation of a wooden
tube [43], comparable approaches for wood are scarce. FE models
derived from CT data of timber could enable a greater modelling
fidelity, since also internal features could be accounted for. A CT-
based modelling approach for boards could furthermore be
2

adapted for wet boards and logs, and in the future enable an
assessment of the mechanical properties of virtual boards before
sawing, which could improve strength grading capabilities.

1.4. Objective

The objective of this study was to develop a procedure for deriv-
ing FE models from CT scans of timber boards, in order to assess
their bending stiffness and strength. This objective entailed the fol-
lowing goals: For the boards,

� reconstruct the geometry, the pith, the knots and the fibre devi-
ations around the knots,

� generate FE models and simulate a four-point bending test,
� propose and compare suitable constitutive laws and estimators
of bending stiffness and strength.

To reach the objective, 20 Norway spruce boards were scanned
in a laboratory CT scanner, their eigenfrequency was recorded, and
they were destructively tested in four-point bending tests. Code
was developed in the Julia programming language [44] for all
reconstruction steps. Established image analysis methods were
used and a new algorithm for reconstructing the fibre orientations
around knots was applied. A purely density based, a purely eigen-
frequency based and a mixed constitutive law were proposed. 1D
FE analyses were conducted in the code, and for 3D analyses, Aba-
qus [45] was used. The material directions were assigned based on
the reconstructed fibre orientation by an ORIENT user subroutine
in Abaqus, and an orthotropic linear elastic material model was
implemented by an UMAT subroutine, where the components of
the stiffness tensor were based on the proposed constitutive laws.
The experimentally observed bending stiffness and strength were
predicted using stiffness indicators from the models, and the loca-
tion of initial failure was predicted using maximum stress criteria.

2. Experimental Data Collection

2.1. CT Scanning

This study was based on 20 Norway spruce (picea abies) boards
sawn from three butt logs, four middle logs and three top logs with
a provenance in northern Sweden. The length of individual logs
varied between 3.4 m and 5.6 m and each log yielded a pair of
equally long centre boards. The nominal cross sectional dimen-
sions of the boards were t0 � h0 ¼ 50mm� 100mm and they were
dried to a target moisture content (MC) of 12%.

A laboratory medical CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Emotion
Duo) at Luleå University of Technology in Skellefteå, Sweden,
was used for the scans and operated at an acceleration voltage of
110 kV. Before each scanner run, four boards of similar lengths
were placed in the scanner, with the length dimension aligned
with the running direction of the scanner. A water container was
placed on the boards, for subsequent calibration. In each run, the
scanner stopped every 10 mm to compute and record a
512� 512 pixel (px) tomography image at a resolution of
0:68mm� 0:68mm. Every scanner run produced a stack of cross-
sectional images, in the medical image format DICOM.

The tomographic reconstruction was performed automatically
by predefined settings for medical thorax scans. The resulting
images consisted of pixel-wise intensity values in the dimension-
less Hounsfield unit (HU), which compares the linear attenuation
coefficient l of the X-ray radiation to the respective coefficients
for water and air, see Eq. (1) [46].

HU lð Þ ¼ 1000
l� lwater

lwater � lair
ð1Þ
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2.2. Mechanical Tests

The cross-sectional dimensions t � h of each boardwere taken as
the average of three measurements with a caliper at distinct loca-
tions along the board length. The board length L was measured
and the experimental density estimate qexp was calculated by
weighing. The area moment of inertia was estimated by

Iy;exp ¼ th3
=12. Each board underwent a longitudinal dynamic exci-

tation measurement by the hit of a hammer and recording the
response spectrum [47]. The first longitudinal eigenfrequency, f m1

,
was extracted and a dynamic estimation of the lengthwisemodulus
of elasticity (MoE) Edyn of the board was calculated by Eq. (2) [12].

Edyn ¼ qexp 2 f m1
L

� �2
ð2Þ

A four-point bending test (see Fig. 1) was performed according to
[5] on each board, where loading was quasi-statically increased in
a hydraulic cylinder until failure. The a priori estimation of the
weakest board section was done by visual inspection of the exper-
imenter, and it was positioned accordingly in the pure bending zone
of the test, under consideration of the length restrictions of the
setup. The lengthwise positioning of each board in the testing
machine and the board orientation were recorded for the subse-
quent modelling. The loading force was symmetrically injected into
the boards via steel plates with length s ¼ 70mm and the distance
between the force injection points was a ¼ 600mm. The external
support points were a distance 3a apart and used similar steel
plates in contact with the boards.

In the middle of the pure bending zone, a steel bracket was
mounted by a screw to the centre line of a side face of the boards.
The global displacement was recorded by a linear displacement
transducer (LDT) between the bracket and the fixed ground. The
local displacement was measured by another LDT between the
bracked and a 500 mm long rigid measurement gauge, which
was fixed by two screws to the centre line of the side face and posi-
tioned symmetrically around the bracket. The total force was
recorded and the lengthwise position zrmax of the failure initiating
crack was noted.

After testing, the MC was determined by the oven-dry method
[48] from a small clearwood sample taken close to the point of ini-
tial failure. The global and local MoE, Eglo and Eloc respectively, and
the bending strength rb were calculated according to [5]. All exper-
imentally measured values were adjusted to a 12% MC and rb was
additionally corrected for a standard size, according to [6].

3. Algorithmic Reconstruction

3.1. Data Processing

The collected data was processed and analysed in code written
in the Julia programming language [44]. A schematic overview of
Fig. 1. Schematic of the fo
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the different steps involved in the algorithm can be seen in Fig. 2
and the details are described in the subsequent sections.

Each CT image stack contained the raw data of four boards. The
metadata of the DICOM files contained a machine-internal linear
law to convert the measured intensity level in HU to a density in
kg/m3. The law was applied on each pixel of the scans, however,
the resulting values were additionally corrected by shifting them
by the measured difference from 1000 kg/m3 for the pixels repre-
senting water in the calibration containers. The necessary shift val-
ues were small (between 24 kg/m3 and 27 kg/m3).

From the image stack, a prismatic region was extracted manu-
ally around the approximate volume of each board. The region con-
tained some of the air surrounding the board, and in some cases
also material of the neighbouring boards due to their twisted and
bowed geometries. The values between the slices in longitudinal
direction were resampled by linear interpolation at 0.68 mm to
receive the same resolution as in the cross sections, i.e. a regular
3D grid, to facilitate subsequent calculations.
3.2. Image Operations

The 3D grid of scalar values were interpreted as a single-
channel 3D image constituted of voluminous pixels (voxels) carry-
ing density values. The voxel values were designated J0 x; y; zð Þ,
where x was aligned vertically downwards and y horizontally in
the scanning plane, and z was aligned with the scanning direction
(see Fig. 3a and b).

Since this study focused on the modelling concepts and the
computational resources were limited, J0 x; y; zð Þ was restricted to
the lengthwise section under pure bending in the tests. Assuming
an equal stress distribution at the lower flanges of the force-
injecting steel plates (see Fig. 1), the length of the pure bending
zone was Lm ¼ a� s ¼ 530mm.

For this study, image convolution was used extensively. It per-
forms an averaging scheme over the neighbourhood of each pixel
or voxel [49]. Usually, an odd-sized centred square kernel is
applied, e.g. w x; y; zð Þ of size n� n� n, which represents a window
over the neighbourhood of a specific voxel. For a 3D image J x; y; zð Þ,
convolution can be defined as in Eq. (3).

w � J x; y; zð Þ ¼
Xb
r¼�b

Xb
s¼�b

Xb
t¼�b

w r; s; tð Þ J x� r; y� s; z� tð Þ ð3Þ

where b is the distance from the centre of the kernel in pixels. At the
image edges, various extension schemes can be applied, but for this
study, edge pixels were always replicated beyond the image bound-
aries. For a 2D or 1D image (data series), convolution can be defined
equivalently, without the additional sums. A commonly used kernel
for smoothing images is the Gaussian kernelwr with standard devi-
ation (SD) r, which represents a weighting scheme according to a
uni- or multivariate normal distribution [49].
ur-point bending test.



Fig. 2. Schematic of the algorithm.

Fig. 3. Density in a reconstructed board section.
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3.3. Board Geometry

For segmentation of J0 into wood and air, a thresholding rule
was applied which yielded the binary image B0 x; y; zð Þ according
to Eq. (4).

B0 x; y; zð Þ ¼
1; if J0 x; y; zð Þ > sB J0ð Þ
0; otherwise

�
ð4Þ

where sB J0ð Þ was the image-dependent threshold. sB was calculated
from the histogram over the values in J0 by finding the minimum
between the first two modes of the histogram [50], i.e. between
the most common values in air and wood. Non-zero values in B0

thus represented voxels inside or on the surface of the board. Any
4

sections of neighbouring boards which could intrude into the image
were deleted after a consecutive labelling of the contiguous vol-
umes inside B0.
3.4. Pith

The pith represents the first annual ring of a growing tree. Its
location can vary along the length of a tree, and in simplified terms,
the pith can be regarded as the concentric circle centre of the
annual rings in a cross section. An estimation of the pith location
was required for the subsequent knot detection.

To reconstruct the pith, first each cross-sectional slice J0 x; yð Þ,
with z fixed, was subjected to an edge detection algorithm [51],



Fig. 4. Schematic of the knot algorithm.
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which yielded the binary image Be x; yð Þ, where identified edge pix-
els were set to 1 and the remaining pixels to 0. Although Be x; yð Þ
also contained the edges of the board surfaces and the outer shapes
of knots, it primarily covered the annual rings. In a second step,
each Be x; yð Þ was subjected to the Hough transform for circles
[52], which usually uses three parameters (radius, horizontal and
vertical centre location) to span a discrete accumulator space of
all possible binary circles in the image. It records the number of
matching pixels for every circle for the corresponding parameter
combination, accumulating throughout all combinations. The high-
est values in each parameter then indicate the most likely circle in
the image. For this study, only the accumulators for the centre
locations were used to indicate the most likely concentric circle
centre in each slice.

The pith detection also worked for slices without visible pith,
however, for slices containing knots, the detection could deviate
from the true location. In slices where large knots dominated the
image signal, only a small proportion of the detected edges included
concentric circles and the Hough algorithm gave spurious results.
Therefore, the following corrections were applied to adjust outlying
results and to alleviate strong gradients in the detected pith loca-
tions between slices. First, the mean of the detected pith coordi-
nates was calculated and an axis aligned with the z-direction was
put in that location. Any pith coordinates farther away than one
SD above themean distance from the axis were regarded as outliers
and they were temporarily ignored. The remaining pith coordinates
were smoothed by a Gaussian convolution with a SD of 15px along
z. The outlying coordinates were discarded and their values were
instead interpolated from the remaining smoothed coordinates,
resulting in the finalised pith (see Fig. 3a).

3.5. Knots

Knots result as the tree trunk branches from its main growth
direction. Simplistically, they can be regarded as small trees grow-
ing radially outwards from the pith, but with much denser annual
ring patterns. The higher density inside knots can be used for their
detection in CT images, e.g. by fitting ellipses to regions of high
density in cylindrical slices of scanned logs [19], or by analysing
the principal inertial components and geometry of contiguous vol-
umes with high density in the 3D image [17].

For this study, first an automatic threshold sk J0ð Þwas calculated
using Yen’s method [53]. Smoothing was then applied to J0 x; y; zð Þ
using a 3D Gaussian convolution kernel [49] wr1 with SD r1 ¼ 1:5,
yielding Jr1

x; y; zð Þ, see Eq. (5).

Jr1
x; y; zð Þ ¼ wr1 � J0 x; y; zð Þ ð5Þ

Jr1
was subjected to a thresholding rule, similar to Eq. (4), using

sk J0ð Þ to yield a binary representation of knot candidates,
Bk x; y; zð Þ. Each contingent set of voxels in Bk x; y; zð Þ was regarded
as a preliminary knot candidate, k. Candidates with fewer voxels
than a certain limit, here set to 1000 voxels, were discarded. Most
candidates consisted of a single convex clustering of voxels, how-
ever, some candidates contained multiple clusters which inter-
sected close to the pith, e.g. due to knot groups. To discriminate
multiple clusters in k, the coordinates of the involved voxels were
first transformed to a cylindrical coordinate system, with radial
coordinate r, angle h, and height coordinate equal to the global z,
and point of origin in the pith. The amount of modes in the his-
togram over the h coordinates were counted and used in a k-
means clustering analysis [54] over h, whereupon the segregated
clusters were assigned to constitute separate knot candidates.

To evaluate whether k was a knot or another density agglomer-
ation, the following quantities were calculated (see summary in
Fig. 4). For each k, its centre of gravity, kg , and its first principal axis
5

of rotational inertia, kI , was calculated, see Fig. 5d. The point of
minimum pith distance, kMPD, was calculated by finding the small-
est distance, dk;min, between the pith and a straight line with orien-
tation kI passing through kg . It was assumed that if k came from a
true knot, then dk;min would need to be sufficiently small. The rising
angle of the knot axis, ck, was calculated by finding the angle
between kI and the xy-plane. It was assumed that ck could attain
steeper positive than negative inclination for a true knot. The dis-
tance Dzk was the distance along z between the maximum and
minimum z-coordinate among all voxels in k, i.e. the height of its
bounding box. The distance Dzg;MPD was the distance along z
between kg and kMPD. A high ratio Dzg;MPD=Dzk was assumed to indi-
cate a small density agglomeration far away from the pith with
serendipitously low dk;min and ck. Only if dk;min 6 25mm, and if
�45� 6 ck 6 80�, and if Dzg;MPD=Dzk 6 2, then k was accepted and
treated further, otherwise it was discarded.

If k passed the tests, an elliptic core cone, Cc , with its apex at
kMPD was fit into its volume. To fit the cone, k was first sliced along
equally distanced planes normal to kI . In each slice, the area of the
cross-section through k was calculated and the lengths of its major
and minor ellipse axes were estimated. The development of the
cross-sectional area along kI provided an approximate growth
characteristic of k in radial direction. The slice in which the area
reached its maximum was taken as a reference slice for fitting Cc ,
because a decline in the cross-sectional area either indicated the
transition from a sound to a dead knot or the approach towards
the sawn board surface. Therefore, the height of Cc was restricted
to the distance of the reference slice from kMPD and the ellipticity
and apex angles of Cc were adapted to the identified major axis
aC and minor axis bC in the reference slice.

The final knot K was formed by the union of k with all voxels
inside Cc , i.e. K ¼ k [ Cc , see Fig. 5b. This augmentation approxi-



Fig. 5. Knot candidates around the pith.
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mated the development of the knot close to the pith, which lacked
for many knot candidates after the thresholding step. For knots
with a curved growth, the augmentation overestimated the knot
volume close to the pith.

Following a similar approach as in [36], a transition zone T was
constructed around K, in which the fibre directions were assumed
to be disturbed. Two additional cones with the same ellipticity as
Cc were constructed; i) a shifted cone, Cs, with the same apex angles
as Cc and its apex shifted a distance ts along kI towards the pith,
and ii) a widened cone, Cw, where the smallest apex angle, i.e. cor-
responding to the minor ellipse axis, was increased sixfold com-
pared to Cc while keeping the same aspect ratio. The shift ts was
set such that the minimum thickness, i.e. the distance in a slice
plane through the apex and the minor ellipse axis, between the
surfaces of Cs and Cc , was equal to bC , but at most 25 mm. For a
knot growing perfectly circular, this thickness would correspond
to the diameter of the knot at its maximum expansion. Finally, T
was constituted by the intersection of Cs and Cw excluding K, see
Eq. (6).

T ¼ Cs \ Cwð Þ n K ð6Þ
3.6. Local Fibre Coordinate Systems

3.6.1. Orthotropy
Close to a knot, the orientation of the fibres deviates severely

from the growing direction of the main tree trunk, and inside the
6

knot, the fibres can be assumed to follow the growing direction
of the knot. The deviations have a non-negligible effect on the local
and global stiffness and strength of the board.

For the length scale of this study, wood can be regarded as a
homogeneous orthotropic material, where a longitudinal (along
the fibre), radial (normal to the cambium) and tangential material
orientation can be identified for each small volume of the modelled
body. We can therefore construct the tensor F x; y; zð Þ which
assigns a local fibre coordinate system (FCS) to each material point,
see Eq. (7).

F x; y; zð Þ ¼ l x; y; zð Þ; r x; y; zð Þ; t x; y; zð Þ½ �

¼
lx x; y; zð Þ rx x; y; zð Þ tx x; y; zð Þ
ly x; y; zð Þ ry x; y; zð Þ ty x; y; zð Þ
lz x; y; zð Þ rz x; y; zð Þ tz x; y; zð Þ

264
375 ð7Þ

where l; r and t are unit vectors, i.e. the direction cosines, of the lon-
gitudinal, radial and tangential material direction respectively. Due
to orthotropy, F constitutes an orthonormal coordinate base at
each location.

3.6.2. FCS in Clearwood
The present study used a novel approach based on image anal-

ysis methods to model the evolution of the FCS, both in clearwood
and around knots. The reconstruction of F used the gradient struc-
ture tensor (GST) of the image, which can detect local orientations
of structures in images of any dimension [55]. The GST has previ-
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ously been used, e.g. to detect the radial and tangential material
directions in CT-scanned cross sections of clearwood samples
[22], or the 3D fibre orientation in fibre-reinforced concrete [56].

Herein, the 2D GST was applied to differently oriented slices
generated from J0. For demonstration, its usage is exemplified on
a longitudinal clearwood slice J0 x; yð Þ with fixed z, i.e. outside any
T . In the first step, Gaussian smoothing with SD r1 ¼ 1 was applied
to receive a smoothed slice Js, see Eq. (8).

Js x; yð Þ ¼ wr1 � J0 x; yð Þ ð8Þ

In the second step, the gradient images of Js were calculated along
each image axis. Partial derivatives of an image can be approxi-
mated by a finite difference scheme on the neighbourhood of each
pixel, which is usually accomplished using a 3� 3 derivative convo-
lution kernel [49] along each direction, i.e. wDx and wDy. In the pre-
sent study, the gradients Jsx and Jsy were calculated using Bickley
kernels [57,58], see Eqs. (9) and (10).

Jsx x; yð Þ ¼ @

@x
Js x; yð Þ � wDx � Js x; yð Þ ð9Þ

Jsy x; yð Þ ¼ @

@y
Js x; yð Þ � wDy � Js x; yð Þ ð10Þ

In the third step, a symmetric second-moment matrix was con-
structed from Jsx and Jsy , in which every term was subjected to a
Gaussian smoothing with SD r2 ¼ 1:5, which finally yielded
GST J0 x; yð Þð Þ, see Eq. (11).

GST J0 x; yð Þð Þ ¼
wr2 � J

2
sx wr2 � Jsx Jsy

� �
wr2 � Jsx Jsy

� �
wr2 � J

2
sy

264
375 ð11Þ

In the last step, the eigenvalues k1 and k2, where k1 P k2, and the
normalised eigenvectors g1 and g2 were calculated for GST J0ð Þ.
The direction of g1 pointed towards the largest gradient, in an aver-
age sense, in the neighbourhood of the respective pixel. A distinc-
tive feature of the GST is that the second-order terms prevent
cancelling effects of oppositely oriented gradients in a neighbour-
hood, which reinforces any underlying gradient structure. To deter-
mine whether a sufficiently dominant gradient direction existed,
e.g. the ridge of an annual ring, opposed to an almost isotropic gra-
dient structure, e.g. air, the acceptance criterion in Eq. (12) was
used.

k1 � k2ð Þ2

k21 þ k22
P 0:7 ð12Þ

The criterion was set to 0 for the case k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 0. If the acceptance
criterion was fulfilled, then the components rx and ry in F x; y; zð Þ at
the fixed z were set to the components of g1, and rz was set to 0
because it was assumed to be undisturbed in clearwood. Equiva-
lently, tx and ty were set to the components of g2, and tz to 0. The
result of these operations on a cross-sectional clearwood slice are
exemplified in Fig. 6, plotted with a reduced number of direction
vectors for visibility. The reconstructions gave erroneous results at
the board edges due to the high gradient towards air, with negligi-
ble effects on further analyses.

3.6.3. FCS Around Knots
In contrast to clearwood, the reconstruction of F in each K and

T was based on cylindrical slices from the pith, in order to approx-
imate the cylindrical growth of the trunk. All coordinates were
transformed to a cylindrical system with radial coordinate r, angu-
lar coordinate h, height coordinate z identical to the global z, and
point of origin in the respective knot origin kMPD. The rotation
h ¼ 0 was aligned with the projection of the knot axis kI into the
xy-plane. A series of 1px thick slices along r were generated and
7

each was interpolated and mapped to a flat and knot-centred 2D
binary image BK n; fð Þ using Eqs. (13) and (14) for the
transformation.

n ¼ r h ð13Þ
f ¼ z� kz;MPD þ r ckð Þ ð14Þ

where n represented the lateral and f the vertical distance from the
knot axis in the slice, and kz;MPD was the z component of kMPD. In
BK n; fð Þ, the pixels corresponding to the inside of the respective K
were set to 1 and all remaining pixels to 0, see Fig. 7a.

In each slice, an Euclidean distance field [49] DK n; fð Þ was calcu-
lated for BK, where for each pixel, its minimum distance to a pixel
with value 1 was stored, see Fig. 7b. Similarly, a distance field
DT n; fð Þ was calculated which measured the distance to the pixels
outside of T in the slice. A flow field, FK n; fð Þ, was calculated
according to Eq. (15) from a smoothed version of DK n; fð Þ with
r3 ¼ 1, and from the distance n, see Fig. 7c.

FK n; fð Þ ¼ wr3 � DK n; fð Þ
� �1

3 j nj
1
10 ð15Þ

Based on these scalar fields, two primary vector fields were derived
in each slice; the flow vector field v flow n; fð Þ, and the diving vector
field vdive n; fð Þ. The field v flow n; fð Þwas created from the components
of the second eigenvector of GST FKð Þ, i.e. the tangents to the contour
lines, see Eq. (16) and Fig. 8b. The field vdive n; fð Þ was created by
asymptotically blending the unit vector in z; ez, with the knot axis
in a neighbourhood around BK using the parameter field qdive n; fð Þ,
see Eq. (17) and Fig. 8a. For blending directions, spherical linear
interpolation (slerp) [59] was used, where slerp v1;v2; qð Þ yielded
an intermediate unit direction between v1 and v2 along the short-
est rotation between them, based on the parameter p, where
0 6 p 6 1. Setting p ¼ 0 yielded v1, and p ¼ 1 yielded v2.

The combination vector field vcomb n; fð Þ was calculated by using
the parameter field qcomb n; fð Þ and i) blending vdive with v flow in a
small neighbourhood around n ¼ 0 , and ii) blending v flow with
the knot axis in a small margin around BK, see Eq. (18) and
Fig. 9. As a result, vcomb diverged towards the knot axis in lateral
locations, and it diverged towards the diving field in vertical loca-
tions, which was similar to what has been observed e.g. in [28]. For
a smooth transition towards the surrounding of T , the final vector
field v final n; fð Þ was calculated by blending vcomb with ez using the
parameter field qfade n; fð Þ, see Eq. (19).

v flow n;fð Þ ¼

0 0

1 0

0 1

2664
3775 g2 GST FK n;fð Þð Þð Þ ¼

0

g21 GST FKð Þð Þ

g22 GST FKð Þð Þ

2664
3775 ð16Þ

vdive n;fð Þ ¼
slerp ez;�kI; qdive n;fð Þð Þ; iff> 0

slerp ez;�kI; qdive n;fð Þð Þ; otherwise

(
ð17Þ

vcomb n;fð Þ ¼
slerp vdive n;fð Þ; v flow n;fð Þ; qcomb n;fð Þð Þ; if j n j>DK n;fð Þ

slerp kI; v flow n;fð Þ; qcomb n;fð Þð Þ; otherwise

(

ð18Þ

v final n;fð Þ ¼ slerp vcomb n;fð Þ; ez; qfade n;fð Þð Þ ð19Þ

The parameter fields qdive; qcomb and qfade were defined by sigmoid
functions, as defined in Eq. (23), over the distance fields, see Eqs.
(20–22) and Fig. 7d–e. Each q parameter asymptotically approached
0 and 1 over a representative thickness b, in between which practi-
cally all interpolation occurred. The thicknesses were set according
to Eqs. (24–26), where rK;n and rK;f were the approximate semi-axes
of K in n- and f-direction respectively, and rT was the mean of the
approximate semi-axes of T , in the respective slice. Fig. 9 illustrates
the representative thicknesses of qcomb and qfade.



Fig. 6. Reconstructed radial (blue) and tangential (red) fibre direction for some pixels in a clearwood cross section.

Fig. 7. Cylindrical slice around a knot.
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qdive n; fð Þ ¼ 1� sigmoid DK n; fð Þ; bdiveð Þ ð20Þ

qcomb n; fð Þ ¼
sigmoid DK n; fð Þ;bcombð Þ if j n j> DK n; fð Þ
sigmoid j n j; bcombð Þ otherwise

�
ð21Þ

qfade n; fð Þ ¼ 1� sigmoid DT n; fð Þ;bfadeð Þ ð22Þ

sigmoid x;bð Þ ¼ 1
1þ e�k x�x0ð Þ ;wherek;x0s:t:

sigmoid 0;bð Þ ¼ 0:01
sigmoid b;bð Þ ¼ 0:99

�
ð23Þ
8

bdive ¼ rK;f=2 ð24Þ

bcomb ¼ rK;n=6 ð25Þ

bfade ¼ rT =6 ð26Þ

The vectors of v final were given in coordinate bases spanned by the
unit normal and tangent vectors of the slice, which varied with h
and thus needed to be mapped back to the global Cartesian base
by the transformation given in Eq. (27).



Fig. 8. Primary vector fields in the slice.

Fig. 9. Interpolation zones for vector fields in the slice; (I) v flow and vdive, (II) v flow and kI , III) v final and ez .
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v final x; y; zð Þ ¼
cos h � sin h 0
sin h cos h 0
0 0 1

264
375 v final;r n; fð Þ

v final;h n; fð Þ
v final;z n; fð Þ

264
375 ð27Þ

To reconstruct F inside T in the slice, v final x; y; zð Þ was used for the
fibre direction l x; y; zð Þ, see Fig. 10. For direction t, the cross product
between l and a vector pointing from the respective location
towards kMPD was used, and consequently, r ¼ t � l. Inside K; l
was set equal to the knot axis kI; r was set to point perpendicularly
to kI and t ¼ l� r.

The described process was repeated for each slice along a single
knot, and for all knots in the board section. In areas where F could
not be reconstructed, l was set equal to ez; r was set to point radi-
ally to the pith, and t was set to l� r. For regions where the tran-
sition volumes of multiple knots overlapped, the contributions to
F where weighted exponentially by the distance from the respec-
tive knot, like in [36].
9

4. Continuum and Finite Element Models

4.1. Constitutive Laws

At the given resolution, the reconstructed information could
practically be regarded as a continuum. In locations between the
voxel grid points, the data could be linearly interpolated. Constitu-
tive laws could thus be defined for arbitrary points in the
continuum.

A linear elastic constitutive behaviour was assumed, see Eq.
(28).

r ¼ C e ð28Þ

where rwas the stress tensor, e the strain tensor and C the stiffness

tensor in Nye’s matrix notation, i.e. e ¼ ex; ey; ez;2exy;2exz;2eyz
� �T .

The basis for material modelling was an orthotropic reference stiff-



Fig. 10. Reconstructed longitudinal fibre direction in a cylindrical slice from the
pith through T (blue) of a knot (red). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ness matrix, C0, for Norway spruce at a reference density
q0 ¼ 390kg=m3 and MC 12%, see Eq. (29) and Table 1 [23].

C0 ¼

1=El mlr=El mtl=Et 0 0 0

1=Er mtr=Et 0 0 0

1=Et 0 0 0

1=Glr 0 0

sym 1=Glt 0

1=Grt

2666666666664

3777777777775

�1

N=mm2

ð29Þ

The local stiffness matrix CF x; y; zð Þ was oriented along the recon-
structed FCS in the respective material point and it was modelled
by the generic law in Eq. (30).

CF x; y; zð Þ ¼ c
J0 x; y; zð Þ

q0

	 
p

j x; y; zð Þ C0 ð30Þ

where c and p were parameters and j x; y; zð Þ was a factor for reduc-
ing the stiffness inside knots, adapted from [36], see Eq. (30).

j x; y; zð Þ ¼
0:5; if x; y; zð Þ 2 K
1; otherwise

�
ð31Þ

Three constitutive laws, L1–L3, were compared, see Eqs. (32–34).
Table 1
Components of the stiffness matrix. Note, that mij=Ei ¼ mji=Ej .

Component El Er Et Glr

Value (MPa, –) 10700 710 430 500

10
L1 :c ¼ 1; p ¼ 2 ð32Þ

L2 :c ¼
2 f m1

L
� �2

q0

El
; p ¼ 1 ð33Þ

L3 :c ¼
f m1

f FE;m1

 !2

; p ¼ 0 ð34Þ

Law L1 was purely based on local density, L2 was based on both,
local density and the eigenfrequency of the board, and L3 was
purely based on eigenfrequency. Prior to applying L3, the first lon-
gitudinal eigenfrequency, f FE;m1

, was calculated using a preliminary
constitutive law with c ¼ 1 and p ¼ 0 in a 1D FE model, see
Section 4.3.

4.2. Cross-Sectional Simplifications

Using Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, the information in the con-
tinuum can be simplified to scalars for each cross section. This
requires the calculation of the local unidirectional stiffness
Ez x; y; zð Þ, aligned with the global z direction, in each material
point. To find Ez x; y; zð Þ;CF x; y; zð Þ was first rotated to a stiffness
matrix C x; y; zð Þ which was aligned with the global Cartesian coor-
dinate base, see Eq. (35) [12].

C ¼ GT CF G ð35Þ

where G can be constructed from the elements in F , see Eq. (36)
[60].

G x; y; zð Þ

¼

lxlx lyly lzlz lxly lxlz lylz

rxrx ryry rzrz rxry rxrz ryrz

txtx tyty tztz txty txtz tytz

2lxrx 2lyry 2lzrz lxry þ lyrx
� �

lxrz þ lzrxð Þ lyrz þ lzry
� �

2lxtx 2lyty 2lztz lxty þ lytx
� �

lxtz þ lztxð Þ lytz þ lzty
� �

2rxtx 2ryty 2rztz rxty þ rytx
� �

rxtz þ rztxð Þ rytz þ rzty
� �

2666666666664

3777777777775
ð36Þ

After calculating the compliance matrix S x; y; zð Þ, see Eq. (37), Ez was
found by inverting the corresponding element in S, see Eq. (38).

S x; y; zð Þ ¼ C x; y; zð Þ�1 ð37Þ

Ez x; y; zð Þ ¼ 1
S33 x; y; zð Þ ð38Þ

For bending around y, the position of the neutral axis �x zð Þ was cal-
culated by finding the stiffness-weighted centre of gravity of each
cross section, see Eq. (39) [12]. Consequently, the area moment of
inertia Iy zð Þ was calculated with respect to �x, see Eq. (40). The sec-
tional bending stiffness EIy zð Þ and axial stiffness EA zð Þ were calcu-
lated according to Eqs. (41) and (42), respectively. All integrals
where evaluated as finite sums over voxels, scaled by their
resolution.

�x zð Þ ¼
R R

B0
Ez xdxdyR R

B0
Ez dxdy

ð39Þ
Glt Grt mlr mtl mtr

620 23 0.38 0.025 0.31
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Iy zð Þ ¼
Z Z

B0

x� �xð Þ2 dxdy ð40Þ

EIy zð Þ ¼
Z Z

B0

Ez x� �xð Þ2 dxdy ð41Þ

EA zð Þ ¼
Z Z

B0

Ez dxdy ð42Þ

The differential equation for the bending deflection d2̂u=dz2̂ under
constant bending momentM is shown in Eq. (43). It was solved by a
1D FE model, see Section 4.3.

d2u
dz2

¼ M
EIy zð Þ ð43Þ
Fig. 11. B-spline surface representation of a board.
4.3. 1D Finite Element Models

The cross-sectional simplifications were used to generate 1D FE
models of the studied board section. A node was created for each
pixel along z, which resulted in elements of length Le, equalling
the pixel resolution. The element stiffnesses and masses were cal-
culated for mid-point locations by interpolation, and all 1D models
were solved directly in the code.

For the bending equation in 43, the FE formulation is shown in
Eq. (44).

Kb Db ¼ Rb ð44Þ

where Rb and Db were respectively the vectors of generalised nodal
forces and displacements, and Kb was the global stiffness matrix,
which was assembled from standard two-node beam element stiff-
ness matrices kb, see Eq. (45) [61].

kb ¼
EIy;e
L3e

12 6Le �12 6Le
4L2e �6Le 2L2e

12 �6Le
sym 4L2e

26664
37775 ð45Þ

where EIy;e was the element bending stiffness, derived from EIy zð Þ,
and the associated degrees of freedom were u1;/1;u2;/2½ �, i.e. dis-
placement and rotation in the first and second node of each ele-
ment. Eq. (44) was solved for Db under consideration of the
boundary conditions u 0ð Þ ¼ u Lmð Þ ¼ 0 and the (arbitrary) nodal
moments �M and M at the beam ends. From Db, the mid-span
deflection uFE;1D was elicited.

For the eigenfrequency calculation, only axial displacements
were considered and the eigenproblem of the FE model for
undamped free vibration is shown in Eq. (46).

Ka �x2
mM

� �
Da ¼ 0 ð46Þ

where Da was the vector of axial displacement amplitudes, M was
the global mass matrix, assembled from the consistent element
mass matrices m, see Eq. (47) [61], xm was a circular eigenfre-
quency, and Ka was the global stiffness matrix, assembled from
two-node bar element stiffness matrices ka, see Eq. (48) [61].

m ¼ meLe
6

2 1
1 2

� �
ð47Þ

ka ¼
EAe

Le
1 �1
�1 1

� �
ð48Þ

where EAe was the element axial stiffness, derived from EA zð Þ, and
me was the element mass per unit length, found by
me ¼

R R
B0
I0 dxdy. Eq. (46) was solved for xm with free boundary

conditions, and only xm1 was extracted, i.e. the first frequency after
rigid-body translation, from which f FE;m1

was calculated, see Eq.
(49).
11
f FE;m1
¼ xm1

2p
ð49Þ
4.4. 3D Finite Element Model

4.4.1. Geometric Representation
The domain of the model was the volume X, spanned by all

non-zero voxels in B0. X deviated from an ideal prismatic shape,
primarily due to drying distortions resulting in cupping and bow-
ing, and therefore, a geometrical description of X was created by
the following procedure. First, the voxels representing the hull
BH x; y; zð Þ of X were found by an edge detection [51] in each slice
along z. In the first, the last and 10 equally spaced slices of BH along
z, the four corner voxels of the board were identified. In each slice,
four fourth order B-spline [62,63] curves were generated, which
each used two neighbouring corners as start- and end points and
the hull points in between as control points. Between the B-
spline curves of neighbouring slices, ruled B-spline surfaces were
generated, which generated a continuous boundary surface passing
through all slices, see Fig. 11. The surface was closed in the bottom
and top end and X was defined by the enclosed volume.

All geometry was generated using the OpenCASCADE module of
the free and open-source mesh generator Gmsh [64] via its pro-
gramming interface. The advantages of using CAD-based B-spline
surfaces for defining X, as opposed to a surface tessellation of BH ,
was the improved efficiency due to lower computational cost and
lower file size at high accuracy, and the more flexible mesh gener-
ation in the subsequent steps.

4.4.2. Volume Mesh and Element Properties
X was discretised into tetrahedral elements using the Delaunay

algorithm of the Gmsh interface. The global representative mesh
size was 10 mm, and inside all T and K, the mesh size was reduced
to 3 mm (see Fig. 12)) to capture larger stress gradients. The mesh
quality was optimised automatically using the Netgen algorithm
[65]. The mesh was translated to an input file for the commercial
FE software Abaqus 2018 [45], where second order 10-node ele-
ments (C3D10) with four Gauss integration points were used for
the tetrahedra, due to the higher accuracy in bending and less
overstiff behaviour compared to linear tetrahedra.

For the coordinates of each integration point in each element of
the mesh, CF x; y; zð Þ and F x; y; zð Þ were interpolated from the con-
tinuum and the results were stored in separate files. An orthotropic
linear elastic material model was assumed, which was imple-
mented by an UMAT subroutine, where the components of the stiff-
ness tensor were assigned by reading the corresponding values of
the respective constitutive law, i.e. CF . The orthotropic material



Fig. 12. Tetrahedral mesh of a board.
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directions were assigned by an ORIENT subroutine, which read the
corresponding values from the reconstructed FCS, i.e. F . Inelastic
material behaviour was not modelled in Abaqus.

4.4.3. Boundary and Loading Conditions
In each centre of gravity of the two end cross sections of the

model, a reference point was created and kinematically coupled
to all nodes of the respective cross section. In both points, the
translations along x and y and the rotations around x and z were
locked, and in one of the points, additionally translation along z
was locked. The bending moment M was applied to both points
around ywith equal magnitude and opposite signs in a linear static
analysis, and the resulting stress, strain and displacement fields
were created.

4.5. Model Outputs

4.5.1. Estimators
From the continuum, the mean density ql was calculated by the

mean over the intensity values for all non-zero voxels in B0. Addi-
tionally, two estimators for the board MoE were derived. For the

first, bEl;min;d, the average longitudinal stiffness Ez;l zð Þ in each
lengthwise slice was calculated, see Eq. (50), and the minimum
after a smoothing was found, see Eq. (51).

Ez;l zð Þ ¼
R R

B0
Ez dxdyR R

B0
dxdy

ð50Þ

bEl;min;d ¼ min wrd � Ez;l zð Þ
� �

ð51Þ

where wrd
was a Gaussian kernel whose 3 SDs covered the sliding

window width d, which was set to 0, 30, 60, 80, and 100mm, akin
to the approach in [12]. Similarly, the second estimator, EEI;min;d,
was derived from the bending stiffness, see Eq. (52).

bEEI;min;d ¼ min wrd
� EI zð Þ

� �
= Iy;exp ð52Þ

For the 1D and 3D FE models, the MoE estimators bEu;FE;1D and bEu;FE;3D

were calculated from the respective mid-span deflections according
to Eq. (53). In the 3D models, the mid-span deflection uFE;3D was cal-
culated by taking the average displacement along x of all nodes of a
1 mm thick slice centred at z ¼ Lm=2.

bEu;FE ¼
ML2m

8 Iy;exp uFE
ð53Þ

In the 3D FE models, stresses and strains were obtained at each
integration point. For the strains ez x; y; zð Þ along the board axis,
12
the approximation of the gradient over the beam depth,
êz;@x zð Þ � @ez=@x, was calculated in successive 5 mm thick slices
along z by the slope of a linear regression analysis, analogous to
[31,36]. The strain-based bending stiffness EIy;e zð Þ was calculated

according to Eq. (54), and the strain-based MoE estimator bEe;d was
calculated, see Eq. (55), where the same smoothing window widths
were used for d as previously described.

EIy;e zð Þ ¼ M
êz;@x zð Þ ð54Þ

bEe;d ¼ min wrd
� EIy;e zð Þ

� �
= Iy;exp ð55Þ

The 3D stress state of the FE model can be used to estimate the loca-
tion of initial failure in the board. Several stress-related failure cri-
teria exist for wood, e.g. based on separate criteria for each material
direction [66] or on multiple Tsai-Wu failure surfaces [67]. These
criteria are contingent to ratios between the stresses and their cor-
responding limits. Since the calibration of the anisotropic material
strengths was outside the scope of this paper, and to accommodate
the arbitrary magnitude of the applied moment on the models, two
simple absolute stress criteria were used instead for the estimation
of the location of initial failure: the maximum absolute rolling shear
stress r23;max, see Eq. (56), and the maximum transverse stress
r90;max, i.e. stress perpendicular to l, see Eq. (57), which both are
usually dominant during failure initiation.

r23;max ¼ max j r23 jð Þ ð56Þ

r90;max ¼ max
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

r þ r2
t

q	 

ð57Þ

In the models, the lengthwise locations ẑr23 ;max and ẑr90 ;max, respec-
tively corresponding to r23;max and r90;max, were located and com-
pared to the experimentally measured value.

4.5.2. Comparisons
For all above estimators involving Iy;exp, additionally the mean of

Iy zð Þ was used instead, to study its effects. For all MoE estimators
and for ẑr;max, the root mean squared errors (RMSE) of all boards
with respect to the experimentally measured values were calcu-
lated. To investigate the potential for variable prediction, the coef-
ficient of determination R2 was calculated for linear regressions
among the estimators and measurements of all boards. For com-
parison against a reference, an uninformed dummymodel was cre-
ated, where the stiffness tensor remained unscaled, i.e. c ¼ 1 and
p ¼ 0, and the FCS was constant everywhere, i.e. l ¼ ez; r ¼ ex and
t ¼ ey. The dummy model thus only contained information about
the geometric reconstruction of the board and the reconstructed
knot volumes.

For a qualitative assessment of the reconstructions, the board
surfaces were inspected visually and by comparison to the mea-
sured CT data.

5. Results

5.1. Qualitative Results

The presented approach could reliably reproduce the geometry,
the pith and the knots observed at the surface of the boards with
sufficient accuracy for this study. In cases where the knot volume
was mostly located in the corner between two sawn edges, the
conical approximation overestimated the core knot volume slightly
because kI diverged from the true knot axis. As expected, suffi-
ciently small knots were not reproduced.

The reconstructed fibre orientations around knots were deemed
sufficiently realistic for this study. Figs. 13a–c show streamlines



Fig. 13. Streamlines for l x; y; zð Þ around a knot with lighter colors indicating larger fibre deviations.
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around a knot which follow the reconstructed fibres and illustrate
respectively the vertical diving into the knot, the lateral flow
around it, and the interaction of diving and flowing in locations
close to the knot border. Fig. 14a shows the aftermath of testing
board 6 close to its initial failure location, and Fig. 14b shows the
reconstructed fibre direction l of the same area. For the same board
and the same location, Figs. 15a and b show respectively the iso-
volumes of j r23 j and r90, normed to their respective maxima,
which were close to the true initial failure location.

Figs. 16–19 each show the average of Ez x; y; zð Þ along y in a 2D
projection, and its 1D average Ez;l including the 60 mm Gaussian
smoothing (see Section 4.5.1), for board 6 and 7 and for constitu-
tive laws L2 and L1. Fig. 16 additionally shows the 1D bending
stiffness and its smoothing for comparison.
13
5.2. Quantitative Results

The highest R2 and lowest RMSE were found for bEu;FE;3D; bEu;FE;1D,

and bEl;min;60, and therefore results were limited to those estimators.
Table 2 shows the mean, SD and coefficient of variation (CoV) over
the 20 boards, for both the experimentally measured and simu-
lated values for the three constitutive laws. Table 3 shows the R2

values between all experimentally measured values and provides
a reference for the further evaluations. For the selected estimators
and for all three constitutive laws, Table 4 shows the R2 values
with regard to all experimentally measured values, and Table 5
shows the RMSE. Table 5 furthermore includes the RSME among
the measured values as a reference. For the uninformed dummy



Fig. 14. Board 6 close to its initial failure location.
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model, the R2 values were approximately zero for the estimators,

except for bEl;min;60, where the highest values were 0.31 for rb and
0.15 for Eglo.

The displacement based estimators bEu;FE;3D and bEu;FE;1D yielded

better R2 and RMSE with respect to Eloc and Eglo when using Iy;exp
in their calculation, compared to using Iy. However, regarding rb,

slightly higher R2 values (difference up to 0.06) were observed
when using Iy instead of Iy;exp. Nevertheless, all reported values
use Iy;exp in their calculations.

Figs. 20a and b show scatter plots respectively between the

measured Eglo or Eloc and the predicted bEu;FE;1D for each board, for
the three constitutive laws. For all laws, it was observed that they
had a slight tendency to overestimate boards with lower stiffness
and underestimate boards with higher stiffness. In the analyses,
it was also seen that the stiffness of boards with a large number
of small and dead knots was underestimated.
14
For the estimation of the location of initial failure by j r23 j and
r90, Table 6 shows both the R2 and RMSE for the three constitutive
laws. It was observed that in four boards the initial crack started
outside the pure bending zone, which was not modelled. There-
fore, Table 6 also includes the corresponding values when consid-
ering only those boards with initial failure inside the bending
zone. For the location of initial failure in the dummy model, the
R2 values were below 0.68 and the RMSE was between 235 mm-
276 mm.
6. Discussion

The presented approach used the measured density in CT scans
to reconstruct the required features for the analyses. Compared to
previous board models, the exact board geometry and the natural
shape of the knots inside the material was accounted for. The aug-
mentation of the knot volume with elliptic cones provided good



Fig. 15. Isovolumes of stress, normed by the maximum value, for the location shown in Fig. 14a.
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fits in most cases, however, some knots deviated from the idealised
shape. In the future, curvilinear knot axes could be used to approx-
imate the natural growth. Furthermore, an improved detection of
the dead knot area is required, to avoid an overestimation of the
transition volumes around dead knots and thus the assumed
extent of fibre deviations.

A new fibre reconstruction method was presented, which
accounted for the natural knot shapes seen in the density images.
It was based on standard image analysis methods, with a poten-
tial for a more efficient implementation on graphics hardware.
The reconstructed fibre orientations provided a realistic impres-
15
sion, however, they require further validation. The fully para-
metrised formulation facilitates a future calibration to
measurements of the fibre orientation, which could be automated,
e.g. by machine learning. The fibre reconstruction did not account
for spiral grain or trunk conicity, which could affect the global
board behaviour. Since individual boards were modelled, it was
impossible to account for fibre deviations due to knots in the
matching boards or the surrounding material in the same log.
Models of the log might be able to account for these factors more
easily.



Fig. 16. 2D average stiffness, 1D average longitudinal stiffness and bending stiffness of board 6 using L2.

Fig. 17. 2D average stiffness and 1D average longitudinal stiffness of board 6 using L1.
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A difficulty during model calibration was the lack of a ground
truth for MoE. Both Eloc and Eglo were based on point-wise mea-
surements, which are less robust than measurements accounting
for a larger field, like e.g. Edyn or surface strain field recordings.

Although only the pure bending zone was modelled, the R2 values
and RMSE were improved for the global and dynamic MoE, com-
pared to the local MoE.

The displacements bEu;FE;3D and bEu;FE;1D provided the best estima-
tors for MoE, with similar results, see Table 4 and 5. The fact that
using Iy;exp instead of Iy yielded better results was unsurprising,
since the calculated moduli from the experiments also used Iy;exp.
16
The displacement based predictors did not reach equally good R2

values as Edyn for MoE, however, they had a better RMSE for Eloc,
if the constitutive law considered eigenfrequency.

For strength, bEl;min;60 provided the highest R2 values, likely
because it accounted for knots and their fibre deviations in all cross
sections. Unexpectedly, it also yielded better results than estima-
tors based on EI. Compared to EI; Ez;l also weighed in knots close
to the neutral axis, cf. the curves in Fig. 16. Averaging along the
board length improved the results, which was consistent with
the results in [12]. Figs. 16–19 show that groups of knots affected
the stiffness profiles more profoundly than evenly distributed



Fig. 18. 2D average stiffness and 1D average longitudinal stiffness of board 7 using L2.

Fig. 19. 2D average stiffness and 1D average longitudinal stiffness of board 7 using L1.
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knots, and furthermore, that the gradients of the profiles were
slightly larger for L1, compared to L2, due to the quadratic weight-

ing of density. The estimators bEe;d were generally inferior, likely
because they were dependent on the local mesh size.

Constitutive laws L2 and L3 accounted for the eigenfrequency
and showed better R2 and RMSE than L1, which was only density
based. Accounting for the eigenfrequency seemed to alleviate the
errors made when extrapolating from the reference stiffness ten-
sor. The quadratic density scaling in L1 could be improved, e.g. to
an exponential law like in [43]. More experiments may be required
to find a clearer relationship between the local density and the
17
local material stiffness. However, for some boards, the measured
MoE was disproportionately high while having low density. There-
fore, a purely density based material law may be futile, and other
stiffness affecting factors must be considered, e.g. cell wall compo-
sitions, or the microfibril angle. Finding a suitable stiffness tensor
is especially interesting for knots, due to their differing cell growth,
the difference between dead and sound material, and their ten-
dency to crack in dried boards.

The estimation of the initial failure location showed that the
rolling shear stress provided a better estimator than the transver-
sal stress. The estimation was clearly better than in the uninformed



Table 2
Statistics over measured and simulated values; mean, standard deviation and
coefficient of variation.

Mean SD CoV

Eloc 12.0 GPa 3.4 GPa 29%
Eglo 10.4 GPa 2.3 GPa 22%
Edyn 11.3 GPa 2.6 GPa 23%
rb 40.6 MPa 13.3 MPa 33%
qexp 427 kg/m3 45 kg/m3 11%
ql 418 kg/m3 46 kg/m3 11%bEu;FE;3D

L1 11.0 GPa 2.8 GPa 25%
L2 9.7 GPa 2.5 GPa 26%
L3 10.3 GPa 2.5 GPa 24%bEu;FE;1D
L1 11.4 GPa 2.7 GPa 24%
L2 9.9 GPa 2.5 GPa 25%
L3 10.9 GPa 2.6 GPa 24%bEl;min;60
L1 10.6 GPa 3.0 GPa 28%
L2 8.9 GPa 2.6 GPa 29%
L3 9.4 GPa 2.6 GPa 28%
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dummymodels, but nevertheless, the results can only give an indi-
cation and suitable failure criteria should be assessed and cali-
brated in the future, cf. [66,67].

The developed method still includes many sources of uncer-
tainty, e.g. the low number of boards, the point-based board mea-
surements and their manual handling, the diffuse difference
between features in the CT data, the limitation of the model to
the mid section, the exact boundary conditions in the tests, the
validity of the fibre reconstructions, and the adequacy of the mate-
rial law. Nevertheless, the results indicate a high fidelity of the
generated models, with at least comparable performance as previ-
ous models based on surface data. For further improvements, more
data is required, i.e. more samples, measurements of the fibre ori-
entation on the sample surfaces, and strain field measurements
during mechanical testing. In addition, the modelling could be sim-
Table 3
R2 among the experimentally measured values.

R2 Eloc Eglo

Eloc 1 0.88
Eglo 1
Edyn
rb

qexp

Table 4
R2 between measured and modelled variables for the three constitutive laws.

bEu;FE;3D

R2 ql L1 L2 L3 L1

Eloc 0.72 0.69 0.82 0.87 0.72
Eglo 0.73 0.76 0.92 0.93 0.78
Edyn 0.71 0.72 0.95 0.99 0.75
rb 0.63 0.72 0.76 0.71 0.71
qexp 0.97 0.92 0.70 0.69 0.94

Table 5
RMSE between measured and modelled values, for the three constitutive laws.

RMSE (MPa) Eloc Eglo Edyn bEu;FE;3D

L1 L2

Eloc 0 2137 1411 2097 2771 21
Eglo 0 1096 1483 1013 6
Edyn 0 1490 1778 10
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plified, if the material properties of clearwood and knots could be
reliably estimated from density at the scale of the scanner resolu-
tion. The numerical efficiency of the models could be improved by
using 1D FE models with beam elements based on the Carrera Uni-
fied Formulation [68].

7. Conclusion

A procedure was presented to reconstruct the geometry of a
timber board, its pith, knots and local fibre orientations, from CT
scans. Based on the reconstructions, 3D and 1D FE models were
created to simulate the four-point bending test. Three different
material laws were used, either based on only density, or only
the eigenfrequency or a mixture of both. The best three estimators
were compared; two based on the mid-span displacements, of both
the 1D and 3D FE models, and one based on the averaged section-
wise longitudinal stiffness in the reconstruction. The best estima-
tions yielded R2 ¼ 0:83 for bending strength, R2 ¼ 0:93 for global
MoE (RMSE ¼ 0:65GPa), and R2 ¼ 0:87 for local MoE (RMSE
¼ 1:72GPa).

The results showed that.

� high-fidelity FE models can be generated from CT scans of tim-
ber boards,

� displacement based estimators yield the highest R2 and lowest
RMSE regarding MoE,

� longitudinal stiffness based estimators yield the highest R2

regarding bending strength,
� material laws accounting for the board eigenfrequency are more
accurate than laws based on only density,

� 1D FE models are equally accurate as 3D FE models for estimat-
ing MoE.
Edyn rb qexp

0.89 0.50 0.71
0.96 0.70 0.76

1 0.69 0.71
1 0.63

1

bEu;FE;1D
bEl;min;60

L2 L3 L1 L2 L3

0.84 0.87 0.52 0.68 0.78
0.93 0.91 0.65 0.83 0.90
0.97 0.98 0.59 0.82 0.90
0.74 0.64 0.73 0.82 0.83
0.68 0.65 0.84 0.70 0.77

bEu;FE;1D
bEl;min;60

L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3

32 1887 2513 1720 2744 3575 3024
52 1573 812 916 1727 1800 1297
47 1330 1483 568 2040 2658 2117



Fig. 20. Measured MoE against bEu;FE;1D for the three constitutive laws.

Table 6
RMSE and R2 for the lengthwise location of failure initiation in all boards, and in boards where failure occurred inside the bending zone.

all bending zone
zrmax L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3

ẑr23 ;max R2 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.94 0.94 0.94

RMSE (mm) 146 146 146 76 75 75
ẑr90 ;max R2 0.90 0.88 0.92 0.91 0.88 0.96

RMSE (mm) 146 148 128 96 102 60
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Furthermore, the results indicated that the location of the initial
failure could be predicted from the stresses in the FE models, how-
ever, a more refined failure criterion may be required.

The models need further validation, e.g. with full strain or dis-
placement field measurements of the board surface. The fibre
reconstruction requires further calibration, e.g. towards laser tra-
cheid scans. The developed method provides a base which could
also benefit other fields, e.g. simulations concerning moisture
transport, drying, or fracture mechanical investigations around
knot groups. In the future, the method could be adapted for logs,
such that mechanical models of virtual boards could be analysed
before sawing.
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